UBK 615 Upright Bike

ASSURANCE™ SERIES

Like every piece of equipment in the
Assurance™ Series, the UBK 615 adds value
to your facility by combining essential
reliability and ease-of-use with smooth
pedaling and biomechanically correct
geometry. The UBK 615 features a console
that provides clear visuals and a familiar
layout that makes it easy for user to explore
a variety of satisfying workouts.

Learn More: go.precor.com/ubk615
©2017 Precor Incorporated.

At Precor, we recognize that a great
workout is the sum of many parts. In
your hands, the products, services, and
technologies we offer can be combined
in countless ways to complement the
programs and atmosphere you’re creating.

UBK 615 Upright Bike

ASSURANCE™ SERIES

Product Highlights
The self-powered UBK 615 upright bike features
custom-designed handlebars with integrated
handheld heart rate for maximum comfort. The
intuitive seat adjustment, redesigned saddle for
riding comfort, and improved knee over pedal
spindle (KOPS) geometry for efficient pedaling
creates a smooth, comfortable workout.

Optional wireless
entertainment cap
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Product Features
1. Console
Clear visuals and familiar layout increase program
exploration, leading to greater satisfaction.
Durable dome switches are tactile, responsive
and easy for everyone to use.

Streamlined LED Console
with optional 15” Personal
Viewing System

Streamlined LED Console

2. Over-molded Handlebars
Over-molded style adds comfort and durability
while offering heart rate contacts and three
ergonomic riding positions: upright, cruising
and road.
3. Seat Adjustment and Improved Saddle Design
The intuitive pop pin seat adjustment allows users
to easily change seat height.
4. Pedals
The extra wide pedals comfortably accommodate
feet of all sizes to ensure proper pedaling form
and feature integrated, adjustable straps.
5. Ease of Maintenance
The easy to remove shrouds ensure easy access
to the belt-drive system for maintenance and
servicing without removing the pedals or crank
arms.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions (L x W x H): 46 x 21 x 57 in / 117 x 53 x 146 cm
Product Height with PVS:

Network Capabilities: C-SAFE enabled

70 in / 178 cm

Weight: 155 lb / 70 kg
Power: Self-Powered

Entertainment: Optional - 15˝ Personal Viewing System (PVS)
		 Optional - Wireless entertainment cap

Total Workouts: 6
Resistance Levels: 25
Minimum Watts: 22 (level 1 at 20 RPM)

Accessories: Optional - Reading Rack
		 Optional - Cable Management

Maximum Watts: 500 (level 25 at 150 RPM)
Language: English, Dutch, French, German,
		 Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese,
		 Russian, Spanish

Learn More: go.precor.com/ubk615
©2017 Precor Incorporated.

Warranty: Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms.

